




minating this situation are confirmed or revised (Learning). Difficulty in implementing the target's requiremen~s. once
identifled, has different sources depending on the contex~
In business applications, constraints may be due to the in-
ability of technology to meet the target's requirements pro-
fitably. In nonbusiness applications, the profitability
limitation is not present but its place may be taken by con-
straints imposed by funding sources, the special interests
represented by management, ideology, or personal belief. For
example, politicians seeking votes or financing, symphony
orchestras and museums seeking to attract patrons, colleges
seeking students, and organizations seeking donations of
time or money may study the motivations of, respectively,
the voting and political funding public, concert and museum
patrons, college applicants, and persons who volunteer time,
and donate money to organizations.They may endeavor to tai-
lor their offerings accordingly, but will likely do so only
up to a point that is still compatible with their essenticl
mission as they perceive it. Whether imposed by consider-
ations of profit or mission, the outer limit of market size
is determined by success in reaching targets who might want
the offering if they knew about it. Accordingly, follow-
up research will address such topics as lack of awareness,
erroneous information, and perceptions of undue cost, as
possible impediments to acceptance of the offering.

PLANNING FOR PERSUASION

Information about the situation as pe~e~, obtained
through qualitative and quantitative research among poten-
tial targets, aids in the development and selection of the
persuasive message(s) and target group(s) as well as in sub-

.sequent campaign evaluation. The horizontal (decisional
components) and vertical (kinds of activating condition)
descriptors of the situation as Derceived offer a systematic
gUide to obtaining information on targets' perspectives.
They are helpful in identifying reasons for performance or

~ nonperformance of a behavior of interest and in describing
differences among individuals relative to the focal behav-
ioral domain (Fennell 1982a, b, 1983). Elsewhere (Fennell
1980b), I have discussed similarities and differences bet-
ween my behavioral formulation and the expectancy value

.approach to attitude. Perhaps the main difference from
other decision models that should be noted here is that I
have incorporated a representation and analysis of the moti-
vating conditions which determine value in specific situ-
ations (activating conditions.). This feature, also, is
the main basis for distinguishing among the three persu-
asive tasks.

STOP
MODIFy (buy XYZ brand, apply to XYZ college) aims to have

.the target select the change age;tTs version of a behavior
which the target currently performs or may perform. This
is the case that underlies the marketing concept. Marketers
start with an existing customer activity/experience --the
focal behavioral domain. They seek to understand the con-

.ditions that activate the focal behavior and to develop a
means of neutralizing one or more of these activating con-
ditions. Since they operate in a competitive environment,
their offering must be competitive with the customer's ot-

.her options. STOP (stop smoking, littering) aims to have
targets stop performing a behavior which the change agent
considers undesirable. In this instance, the change agent
has no behavior to recommend to the target, other than the
behavior of "not doing." The target is, however, perform-
ing the to-be-stopped behavior as a means of neutralizing
an activating condition. Accordingly, the change agent
must consider whether the target may be induced to use cog-
nitive activity to defuse the activating condition or, if

, not, to use another, nonobjectionable, behavior to neutral-
~ ize the activating condition. START (wear seat belts, go

for a checkup) aims to have the target perform the change
agent's recommended behavior. This means finding or in-
ducing an activating condition which the recommended beha-

.vior will neutralize and which is potent enough to out-
weigh features of the recommended behavior which the tar-
get may regard as bothersome. I shall describe each per-
suasive task in greater detail below.

In the STOP task, the change agent's essential message is:
Don't do this; it's harmful to yourself, others, or society
in general e.g., smoking, using drugs, speeding, coughing
while a member of an audience, abusing children, littering,
polluting, wasting energy. A first question that comes to
mind is: Why does the target perform a potentially harmful
behavior? One answer is that the target may not know the
behavior is harmful. The change agent, then, presents in-
formation, factually and/or emotionally, indicating the
harmful consequences of the behavior, often in conjunction
with varying degrees of explicitness in depicting horrible
outcomes attendant on continuing the behavior. The stra-
tegy appears to rely on convincing the target that hurt and
harm result from the behavior, in the expectation that the
target will then do the "right" thing.

+ MODIFY

From a marketing perspective, the strategy is not compelling
because it ignores, first, people's ability to use cognitive
activity to protect themselves from disquieting information
likely to prevent them from doing what they want to do.
Counterarguments readily come to mind such as the fact that
not everyone suffers horrible consequences, or that advice
and forecasts based on scientific or expert opinion are of-
ten tentative, even faddish, and subject to change. Second,
the strategy ignores the fact that the behavior it aims to
change is currently well established as a means of neutra-

lizing activating conditions which the t~rgets experience.
Harmful consequences possibly accruing in the future are not
only unlikely to weigh heavily in the balance against the
currently experienced discomfort of the activating condition,
but may not even come to mind when the activating condition
occurs and triggers the target's well-practised behavioral
decision sequence. Targets are likely to stop the beha-
vior: When they can use cognitive activity to defuse the
activating condition; when they consider and prefer some
other behavior as a means of neutralizing the activating
condition; when the to-be-stopped behavior is experienced
as entailing discomfort greater than that arising from the
activating condition; when the to-be-stopped behavior no

longer secures their desired states. Currentlyexperienced
discomfort from performing the to-be-stopped behavior could
arise, for example, from reactions of revulsion to aspects
of the behavior itself (e.g., smell of cigarette smoke) or
from the notion that the behavior is incompatible with one's
self-concept or public image. For these feelings to act
as a deterrent they have to be experienced before the beha-

vior is initiated.

More generally, the direction from my behavioral model is
to investigate the entire situation in which the to-be-
stopped behavior is embedded. This means conducting re-
search to identify the different kinds of activating con-

ditions experienced by persons who currently perform the

In the MODIFY case. the change agent's essential message
is: Choose (e.g.. buy. use. apply to. join. attend) mine;
it suits you best. In order to be selected. the change
agent is willing to try to match some target group's re-
quirements in a manner that the targets will perceive to be
competitive with other options. Accordingly. the specific
nature of the offering as well as the persons to whom it is

..offered may not be known initially. but may be identified
through research and analysis. The influence process be-
gins with analysis of the requirements of potential targets
That means gaining an understanding of the activating con-

1 ditions and desired states currently prevaiiirig among poten-
'T tial targets i.e.. the naturally-occuring demand segments.

The choice of specific offerings and targets for the offer~
ing reflects considerations such as the prevailing state of
want-satisfaction. and the change agent's ability. credibly.

~ to offer enhanced satisfaction to at least some targets.

Limitations on the agent's success in meeting the target's
requirements trace to difficulties inherent. on the one hand.
in identifying what potential targets require and. on the
other. in implementing their requirements. The former is
mainlya limitation of behavioral science (Fennell 1980b).
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behavior, to elucidate their desired states, and their
search, judgment, and evaluation processes and out=omes.The
likely result of this investigation is threefold: It will
be evident that the reasons for performing the behavior are
various, that correspondingly varied strategies are indica-
ted for reaching and influencing targets and, third, that
the likelihood of success in getting targets to stop varies
among the target group as a whole. Following the research,
targets are no longer an undifferentiated group defined
only in terms of their performance of the to-be-stopped be-
havior. Instead, they are differentiated in terms of their
particular activating conditions as well as other aspects
of their situations as perceived. The change agent is then
equipped to devise and test correspondingly differentiated
persuasive campaigns, and to consjder the option of spending
scarce resources against selected segments of the target
group where the chance of success may be maximized.

START

identified solely as nonperformers of the recommended be-
havior. They are now differentiated in terms of their
reasons for nonperformance. and whether or not they curren-

tly experience activating conditions which the recommended
behavior could neutralize. Correspondingly differentiated
influence strategies are indicated.

From a marketing viewpoint, the most challenging of the an-
alytic segments, theoretically, is the one where targets ap-
pear to experience no activating condition-desired state for
which the recommended behavior could conceivably become a
candidate behavior. It is not at all clear whether it is
possible to induce an activating condition, short of co-
ercion, that will generate the behavior which a chan~e agent
wants to be performed. }~though marketing is often accused
of making people do things they would not otherwise have
done, the case in poi~t has received scant treatment in the
marketing literature. To the contrary, marketing has been
explicitly oriented toward satisfying existing motivations
i.e., the MODIFY task.

In the START case, the change ag~nt's essential message is:
Do this; your own, others', or society's good requires it
e.g. , brush teeth (often), get medical checkups/immunization,
give time/money/blood, vote, mail early, turn off lights,
practise good nutrition, carpool, wear seat belts, use con-
traceptives. The question may be asked, Why is the recom-
mended behavior not being perforced? One answer is that
people are unaware of the potential hazards attendant on non-
performance. A possible strategy is, then, to expose them
to rational and/or emotional presentations of the harmful
consequences of not pe~forming the behavior in the hope that,
once apprised of the consequences of omission, people will
start performing the recommended behavior.

As in the STOP case, from a marketing viewpoint the strategy
is not compelling. It considers only a fraction of the
possible range of orientations toward the recommended beha-
vior. Assuming knowledge of the negative consequences of
omission, there remain numerous reasons why the behavior may
not be performed. The target may well believe that unplea-
sant outcomes will arise in the future, but this information
may not come to mind at the time the recommended behavior
should be performed (e.g., after a meal for oral hygiene)
and even if it comes to mind it must compete with targets'
currently experienced activating conditions and behavioral
routines already in place (e.g., lunch time errands or re-
laxation). The recommended behavior entails its own costs
in time, effort, inconvenience or discomfort, which are
experienced in the here and now and, on that account, may
outweigh possible hurt accruing in the future. Furthermore,
it may run diametrically counter to some strongly held value
e.g., contraception in a culture that values large families.
The recommended behavior is likely to be performed when it
becomes a behavior which targets think of and choose over
others as likely to secure a state they desire without, how-
ever, entailing costs disproportionate to the discomfort en-
suing from the activating condition it may neutralize.

In the START case we have a behavior looking for a situation.
This means that change agents initially have no situation to
investigate so far as the targets are concerned. To obtain
guidance on how to proceed, change agents can do three
things: (I) Study the situation as perceived by persons who
currently perform the recommended behavior, (2) Investigate
targets' reasons for not performing the recommended behavior
and (3) Explore targets' reactions to the perspectives of
current performers of the recommended behavior. The likely
results of this investigation include the following: It
will be evident that reasons for not performing the recom-
mended behavior range from lack of information, through mis-
information, throughtlessness, habit, to serious physical
or psychological discomfort; that some targets who curren-
tly experience conditions that could well lead to perfor-
mance of the recommended behavior have been using cognitive
coping strategies rather than overt behavior to neutralize
these activating conditions; that other targets appear to
experience no activating conditions on which change agents
coulG build in attempting to have the target perform the re-
commended behavior. As in the STOP case, following the

research, targets are no longer an undifferentiated group

2The case I am discussing here belongs under "no demand,"
the second of Kotler's (1973) eight marketing tasks. Kotler'
"discussion of "no demand" includes some examples which, in
my opinion, are more appropriate to a discussion of target
selection or of "latent demand, " his third markel:ing task,

or of my activating conditions U4 or VS (Table I}.
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There are two problems here: (I) Ensuring that the target
considers performing the recommended behavior at the appro-
priate time and (2) Inducing an activating condition that
will result in the recommended behavior. Regarding the
first problem, information obtained frolr. personE ,,"ho cur-
rently perform the recommended behavior may suggest events
or other behaviors with which targets may be made to associ-
ate the thou2ht of performing the recomm~r.ded behavior. The
second problem arises because even if an infoTL-ational cam-
paign creates the desired associations, something more than
thinking about the recommended behavior may be necessary if
the target is to perform the behavior. For example, the
thought of not performing the behavior would have to be ex-
perienced as disquieting or anxiety arousing, as it might be
if failure to perform the recommended behavior had come to
be viewed as an unwelcome departure from the person's notion
of what is appropriate.

More generally, the target must want to perform the behavior,
that is, must experience an activating condition which the
recommended behavior may be expected to neutral~ze. Change
agents seldom have the degree of contrQl over their targets'
lives that permits them to create activating conditions with
ease, although exceptions may be observed. For example, or-
ganizers of campaigns to induce people to contribute money
to worthy causes sometimes request organizations to show to
their employees movies depicting heartrending scenes related
to the cause. The movie is likely to induce discomfort in
audience members which some may attempt to dispel by donating
money to help allev1ate suffering such as they have just

seen depicted. Again, taking a cue from promotional prac-
tice rather than marketing theory, another possible approach
is the use of an extrinsic incentive i.e., an incentive un-
related to the essential function of the recommended beha-
vior. Examples are: Receipt of money, or a chance to win
valuable prizes, which have been made contingent on perfor-
mance of the recommended behavior. This method, on its own,
is unlikely to produce enduring behavior unless the change
agent is willing to continue to offer the extrinsic induce-
ment, and can find one for which targets do not becoLle sati-
ated. It is possible, of course, that in some cases e.g.,
a campaign to secure increased incidence of volunteering
one's time and services, rewards arising from performance of
the activity itself may be sufficient to ensure continued
performance once the person has been induced to engage in
the recommended behavior.

CONCLUSION

The original domain in ~hich marketing thinking developed
provides a context for influence where the assignment is



readily construed as a MODIFY persuasive task. As they ad-
dressed their task of making "what the customer wants to buy"
marketers understood the necessity of investigating at first
hand the customer's world in which their good or service
would be used. They quickly came to appreciate the variety
and complexity of human wants and the corresponding hetero-
geneity of perspectives in any population segment. Acknow-
ledgment of diversity, commitment to primary research to un-
derstand varied perspectives, willingness to tailor persua-
sive communications to reflect the target group's diversity,
and to follow through with a coordinated program to facili-
tate behavioral change --all are distinctive features of
marketing persuasion. They promise to enhance the effec-
tiveness of attempted influence even when the context shifts
from one where the MODIFY task is mainly applicable to con-
texts where-~~~ STOP and START persuasive tasks must also be
addressed.

A marketing approach has been actively employed in nonbusi-
ness contexts for more than a decade and the assessment of
its potential is now less optimistic t-han before (Bloom and
Novelli 1981, Rothschild 1979). My analysis suggests that
the range of contexts in which marketing has been employed

comprises fundamentally differing persuasive tasks. An
appreciation of these basic differences goes a long way
toward explaining why the broadening of marketing's range of
application would meet with setbacks. A conclusion on the
value of the marketing approach to persuasion realistically
depends on the merits of the available alternatives. In a
comparison with the primary contender, attitude change, mar-
keting must appear superior if only because of its greater
scope, that is, its more differentiated approach to beha-
viorAl influence. Problems of implementation abound (e.g.,
Bloom and Novelli 1981) but what other approach is better?

Furthermore, tapping marketing's potential to the fullest
awaits the deepening (cf. Enis 1973) of marketing through
articulating, and then developing the implications of, its
implicit theory of behavior (Fennell 1982a, 1983).
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Can we sell "brotherhood and rational thinking like ...soap"
(Weibe 1951, p. 679)? We can: Consider the persuasive as-
signment from the perspectives of the MODIFY, STOP, and
START tasks (i.e., consider the behavioral implications of
our persuasive attempt) and design our research accordingly;
Delay formulating our persuasive messages until we have i-
dentified and understood the heterogeneous perspectives of
our potential targets; Think through and plan for coor-
dination among all the elements in the persuasive campaign;
Assess the success of our persuasive effort in terms of its
effect on all the critical components of the behavioral de-
cision process. These are some of the characteristics of
marketing persuasion and to the extent we implement them we
may answer Weibe's question affirmatively.
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